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EDITORIAL
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(

Published criticism of lesbian literature is almost non-existent. In 1956 Jeannette H. Foster succeeded in getting her
pioneering study, Sex Devian Women in Literature, published—
Because of your work, Jeannette, and because of your
courage in writing under your own name, some things have
changed for us; your daughters who continue your work. One
thing hasn't changed, however. Establishment editors are still
as reluctant to print criticism of lesbian literature as they
were twenty years ago.
Tom Montag, Margins editor, asked Louie Crew to guest
edit a focus on gay literature. Louie, perhaps aware that criticism of lesbian literature is not published, insisted there be a
woman to co-edit the issue, a woman responsible"for represent
ing the lesbian writing and publishing. I thank Louie for this.
And I thank Tom for agreeing first to a woman co-editor and
eventually to separate issues.
No other editor has been willing to devote an issue to lesbian writing and publishing. To date, editors have been more
likely to respond as Richard Ohmann of College English did
when Julia Stanley and I offered to guest edit an issue devoted
to the lesbian perspective. Julia and I were unhappy with the
issue of College English called "The Homosexual Imagination,"
because the issue was gay male. All graphics, all poetry, all
articles (except two) were by and about men. There was no
bibliography to indicate that a vital lesbian literature exists—
no hint that lesbians even have an imagination.
Julia and I sent Ohmann a critique of the issue and a prospectus for the lesbian issue we offered to edit. Ohmann answered that they had deliberately chosen to do a gay male
issue and would not consider a lesbian issue "unless we see
more clearly than we do now that a lesbian issue would open as
much new territory for readers as the November [gay male]
one did." In other words, they assumed that the men's perspective is significant; women must prove—if we can, given the
male editor's bias-that the woman's perspective is legitimate.
So I thank Tom Montag for this issue of Margins. And 1
hope to see a sequel to it. The issue is a significant one, but
it's only a beginning. We are witnessing the renaissance of lesbian literature. And we have much to do, that is, develop a
lesbian feminist aesthetic and validate, through criticism, our
flourishing literature.
This focus on lesbian writing and publishing is far from being
complete. A single issue could not possibly contain criticism
of all current lesbian literature. And secondly, the contents
of the issue were defined by the women who did the critical
writing. Women wrote out of love for the work they criticized,
and their writing was voluntary. I could ask, and I did ask, for
specific articles—but I couldn't demand that they be written.
I wish there had been an overview of poetry, an overview of
lesbian song lyrics, a review of The Female Man and of Quest,
a look at all the Daughters, Inc. books, all the Diana Press
books, and all the Women's Press Collective books; and I wish

there had been a study of Pat Parker's poetry, of Lynn Strongin's
poetry, of Sandy Boucher's fiction, and more. It is a fine
issue, but it is by no means comprehensive.
I thank Julia P. Stanley for reading photocopies of the
articles and making invaluable suggestions.
Also I thank Lois West for criticizing and typing this introduction.
,

Mary Daly makes the distinction between the "womanidentified; woman" and the "lesbian from the waist down.""
When I use the term lesbian—in this introduction and in the
title of the issue—I am speaking of the woman-identified
woman, the woman par excellence.
I wondered why "lesbian from the waist down" is the
popular image and why the woman-identified woman is invisible. This is how I explain it.
Woman's power is real. I see it in the phenomenon of the
woman-identified woman. The woman grows up in an alien
society, is constantly violated—physically and psychically, is
taught that her sister is her enemy and her oppressor is her
friend, is kept dependent on the man and isolated from her
sisters' Still, some of us survive this daily rape of our spirit,
retain somehow a sense of self and a will to be ourselves.
We are the woman-identified women, and our very existence
is evidence of woman's potential, that despite all of man's
efforts to break our spirits and render us docile and helpless,
we insist on being our own women.
If man fears woman, he fears most the woman he can least
control, the woman-identified woman, lie has failed to break
her spirit but there are ways to silence the uppity woman. 1)
Keep her invisible. 2) Trivialize her.
Plan one: how to keep the woman-identified woman invisible and silent. Pretend that she is "gay", pretend that her
message is not different from the gay male's message, ask the
•gay male to speak and pretend that he has said it all, that he
has spoken for himself and for the woman-identified woman.
Plan two: how to trivialize the woman-identified woman.
Pretend that "lesbian" is a sexual identity, a sexual aberration,
and refuse to acknowledge that that woman's being self-identified is political.
Men pretend that lesbian sexuality is a threat to society.
Lesbian sexuality is not threatening. Men claim that it is in
order to mask their real fear, their fear of woman's power. Man
is afraid of the woman in touch with her power, the woman
claiming her power. The woman-identified woman is frightening-she knows man's secret, that he fears and hates her, and
that he has structured an entire system to keep knowledge of
her tremendous power from herself and to prevent her from
actualizing her power. 11" t

PART I REPORTS FROM THE MOUNTAIN: OVERVIEWS

SISTER LOVES HERSELF: a lesbian photographic essay
The pictures I am now taking of women have never been taken before. The lesbian photographer today is a
pioneer, entering and creating a new world. The development of women's consciousness and the turn history is
taking is revealed in our bodies and spirits in tangible form,,! catch the images with my camera only because they
are really there. These images I am seeing and sharing with others will soon be recognized everywhere. Our vision,
beckoning to us, is already growing faster than we can record its manifestations. I am talking about the revolution
occuring inside of women that is already altering everything around us. It is not a fad; we are impossible to destroy ,
or co-opt because our new culture is working in cooperation with the forces of life. Our bodies have gone through
many revolutions and are giving birth to more. I feel us set into motion like the thousand spokes flying into and
out of a giant wheel: self-perpetuating, gathering momentum, and inexhaustible. As one of our poets, Judy Grahn,
has said
"I'm not a fool
I'm a survivor.
I'm not a pearl
I'm the Atlantic Ocean."
We are clearing the path for ourselves. Our voices never stop urging us on.
Nina Sabaroff, July 1975
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